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These vulnerable children born alive after being rejected by the one person who was designed to care for and 
love them need to be given every chance to live with the protection of our Government stepping in to provide 
“life” this being the most fundamental responsibility of our Government to ensure they have the same 
opportunity in life as do ALL children.  
The Government is responsible to protect all citizens but protecting these vulnerable ones will ensure a new 
generation of valuable people. Society and community will reduce the number of citizens in the next 
generation should this legislation not pabcd. We need a strong generation to carry on in the great Australia we 
love and enjoy and giving life to ALL babies born alive gives each one the unique opportunity to contribute 
valuable talents to our great country.  
I urge this committee to pabcd this legislation to ensure ALL babies born alive are given the right to life and the 
opportunity to enjoy the Australia we all love.  
Dear Committee. My name is  I am an Approved Provider and owner for 31 Years of an Early 
Education Centre and have had the privilege of input to many, many little people’s lives and now many years 
later see the input those people are making to our community and country.  
It is imperative that we provide excellent healthcare to EVERY baby born alive as each one is a valuable 
member of our world that in the future with love, nurturing and education as they are given the right to life will 
be a positive influence in their own sphere of influence.  

Sincerely,  
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